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Defaced - Week 92
God’s Coming Spiritual Revolution - Part 39
So how do spiritual longings retard the growth of Spiritual Desire? (continued)

Let us now continue on with the second question I spoke of last week.
Q2. What do I see caused me to declare the actions of both my uncle & my
dog as reflections of what I came to find in my coming to Jesus?
As we live this life, all of us need to deal with the common foundational basis of
living, beyond which we step out into a vast array of very different personal
experiences & the problems it brings to us.
A myriad variety of experience awaits to beckon us, most entered by free
choice while others are unavoidable & some thrust themselves upon us.
Stretching from those experiences where we’re convinced our problems are
unique to us yet aren’t, for lack of true transparency through self pride builds &
maintains fences between us.
All the way to those undeniably rare, unique experiences that most never have to
face, thankfully, those with an ability to produce horrendously
unbearable problems that make what my uncle had to endure look insignificant in
comparison.
Life can appear a vast wilderness of threatening possibilities that can incessantly
generate shadows of gloom to produce deep clouds in our subconscious in
which to hide such thoughts away.
Clouds that forever threaten to rise into the horizon of our awareness &
jeopardise our sense of peace, just as storm clouds gathering across the sky can
intimidate us with fear of what may be coming.
At all levels of life, more than anything else it is the unknown that generates
foundations for fear in men.
Even as we mature & attempt things for the first time, it can be just as daunting
in degrees to having something major, unexpected or unique thrust upon us.
Though we all fall into doing it so easily, we should try not to rate or compare the
severity or reaction of others within any specific situation or circumstance as
there are always unknown factors at play.
For each personal experience is real & unique in their moment of anxiety.
An equalising fact for all to ponder is that we can all become subject to fear or
any of its many manifestations at any instant, given the right circumstance.
For, as every one of us journey through life, it is fear or faith that governs every
moment within what comes before us.
For example, in crossing heavy traffic healthy fear levels produce caution, but it is
faith in our own ability that safely delivers us to the other side.
Should unwarranted fear overcome us, then caution escalates to cover over the
root of fear actively preventing faith’s growth.
Leaving no choice but to find an alternative way to your destination, a place you
will never reach lest faith come to life.
For within all things the same principle exists, from something as simple as
described above right through to the biggest challenges we might have to face in
life.
For this is another concept of life that mirrors Spiritual Truth.
For in absence of faith, fear becomes present.
The only factor of difference being who or what is the faith centred upon?
For the human nature of fallen man pivots upon the lying concept of ‘self’ that
then relegates our human faith levels to align with our self perception.
Whether it be a positive, a negative or a forever shifting combination of both.
As True Christians we should hope that moment by moment the outworking of the
faith we have within ourselves as men is decreasing, while Faith in Jesus as
Lord of our lives increases the more.
Romans 1:25 KJV
25 Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and worshipped and served the
creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen.
Forever hopeful that our living relationship with Him is producing an ever
decreasing reliance upon faith in our own knowledge, understanding or abilities.
For as long as we occupy what Apostle Paul described as this body of death, we
cannot declare to be fully free of relying upon or operating in carnal faith.
For is this not the internal battle that rose when Righteousness came to dwell
amongst the members of our unrighteous flesh.
Romans 7:7-25 NIRV
The Law and Sin
7 What should we say then? That the law is sinful? Not at all! Yet I wouldn’t have
known what sin was unless the law had told me. The law says, “Do not want
what belongs to other people.” (Exodus 20:17; Deuteronomy 5:21) If the law
hadn’t said that, I would not have known what it was like to want what belongs to
others.
8 But the commandment gave sin an opportunity. Sin caused me to want all
kinds of things that belong to others. A person can’t sin by breaking a law if that
law doesn’t exist.
9 Before I knew about the law, I was alive. But then the commandment came. Sin
came to life, and I died.
10 I found that the commandment that was supposed to bring life actually brought
death.
11 When the commandment gave sin the opportunity, sin tricked me. It used the
commandment to put me to death.
12 So the law is holy. The commandment also is holy and right and good.
13 Did what is good cause me to die? Not at all! Sin had to be recognized for
what it really is. So it used what is good to bring about my death. Because of the
commandment, sin became totally sinful.
14 We know that the law is holy. But I am not. I have been sold to be a slave of
sin.
15 I don’t understand what I do. I don’t do what I want to do. Instead, I do what I
hate to do.
16 I do what I don’t want to do. So I agree that the law is good.
17 As it is, I am no longer the one who does these things. It is sin living in me that
does them.
18 I know there is nothing good in my desires controlled by sin. I want to do what
is good, but I can’t.
19 I don’t do the good things I want to do. I keep on doing the evil things I don’t
want to do.
20 I do what I don’t want to do. But I am not really the one who is doing it. It is sin
living in me that does it.
21 Here is the law I find working in me. When I want to do good, evil is right there
with me.
22 Deep inside me I find joy in God’s law.
23 But I see another law working in me. It fights against the law of my mind. It
makes me a prisoner of the law of sin. That law controls me.
24 What a terrible failure I am! Who will save me from this sin that brings death to
my body?
25 I give thanks to God who saves me. He saves me through Jesus Christ our
Lord. So in my mind I am a slave to God’s law. But sin controls my desires. So I
am a slave to the law of sin.
At Christ’s Awakening men’s eyes open to reveal this earth is the enemy’s camp
yet in Truth nothing changed except we came to See&Know it through Him!
Because our enemy is the present ruler of this earth, it destines every sinner or
saint to traverse many seas in passing through this life.
Journeys that can range anywhere from the most calmly serene to the most
horrendous imaginable.
For someone like me, thankfully blessed to live my life within the middle ground,
it is far beyond me to even try to imagine what really went on in that prisoner of
war camp that held my uncle captive.
Let alone trying to envisage any of the innumerable atrocities he must have
witnessed men in their wisdom bring down upon their fellows, all perpetrated
within a stifled atmosphere of anger & hatred.
Much less the total devastation he must have endured in coming home to the
news that his wife had passed that day, especially as he had little time with her
before going off to war.
Then the long road of recovery, the restoring of self worth & the establishment of
a new life.
All achieved beautifully, while under a constant overshadowing battle to first
suppress, then overpower his own resentments, anger & deep hatred for his
captives & what he witnessed them do.
Most of us can readily concede to what an immensely unbearable situation it
must have been for him.
Yet we find it impossible to concentrate on thoughts of such a possibility lest the
sanctity of our own peace of mind become threatened.
It’s impossible to let awareness of such happenings dwell in the forefront of our
consciousness, so we suppress them to live in hope of false immunity from what
is in this world.
For if we could see through the eyes of Jesus, who has seen all sinful man is
capable of, then within the whole scheme of things whatever most of us has seen
or experienced would pale into insignificance.
For within the full gamut of what has past, is now present or in what will be, there
is nothing new under the sun as the Bible tells us.
Ecclesiastes 1:1-9 MKJV
1 The words of the preacher, the son of David, king in Jerusalem.
2 Vanity of vanities, says the preacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity.
3 What is the profit to a man in all his labor which he labors under the sun?
4 A generation passes away, and a generation comes; but the earth remains
forever.
5 The sun also arises, and the sun goes down, and hurries to its place where it
arose.
6 The wind goes toward the south, and it turns around to the north; it whirls
around continually; and the wind returns on its circuits.
7 All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full; to the place from where the
rivers come, there they return again.
8 All things are full of labor; man cannot utter it; the eye is not satisfied with
seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing.
9 That which has been is that which shall be; and that which has been done is
that which shall be done; and there is nothing new under the sun.
Even for those of us who Know Jesus, it is eyes still contaminated with self
& pride that continue to bind us in slumber, locking us within propagated
false dreams of blessing message that serve only to dilute the Strength of
The True Word of God.
For in soberness we need to weigh up the Full Word of God, which is
impossible for us to do when there is so much within the totality of all
things we cannot even support or hold up within ourselves, such as
described in the foregoing.
If we are ever to arise from our slumber into a conscious awareness of God,
His Kingdom & True Unity then first we have to come to See&Know.
This is what I believe God intends to do worldwide if we will learn to stay
true to what He placed in our hearts & continue to surrender to his
educating, motivating & inspiring us toward His Awakening.
Love,
Mwesigwa
[Defaced - Week 93 follows next week]

Your prayers of unity with us for God's Provision are most welcome.
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